199 Proposal (Independent Studies)

Prerequisites for 199:

1) Upper division standing (at least 90 units completed)
2) A minimum 3.0 GPA for the preceding three quarters
3) At least two upper-division courses in German or Slavic

Student’s Name: ______________________________

Quarter _______ Year ________________

GER _______ SLAV _____________________

Instructor: ________________________________

Title of Project: ___________________________

Description of Project:

INSTRUCTORS: Please indicate exact time (number of hours) spent per week with the student. THIS INFORMATION IS MANDATORY.

_______ hours _______ units ________________________________

Instructor approval

Prerequisite Approval ________

Date ____________

Chair approval
GERMAN OR SLAVIC INDEPENDENT STUDIES

Prerequisites: upper-division standing; completion of two upper-division courses in German or Slavic; consent of instructor and department.

Students must have a minimum 3.0 grade-point average for the preceding three quarters and are limited to a maximum of 5 units per quarter and 30 units total in all 98/99/198/199/199AA-ZZ courses combined.

It is up to you as the student to approach the professor of your choice to gain approval for German or Slavic 99/198/199. Once you have selected a topic of study, please fill out this form, sign it, and have the professor of choice approve and sign it. Please take this form to the Undergraduate Advisor, who will gather the rest of the signatures and issue an approval code if necessary to enroll in the course.

Once you have enrolled, you will continue to meet with your professor at times designated, and at the end of the quarter, your grade will be assigned.